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Styrian Panther in the arms of Graz, Steiermark, from Kobel & Pirchegger, 1954

JOURNAL SCAN

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

Tak Tent No 48, July 2010 has a rather fetching Salamander crest for the Earl of
Angus, created Marquis of Douglas in 1633.
The Double Tressure No 33, 2010, apart from sundry royal Unicorn supporters and
a golden Dragon supporting the arms of the Protectorate, has a curious beast, possibly
a Griffin, supporting the arms of George Sinclair 4th Earl of Caithness.

Sadly we record the death of Lesley Holt, one of our more imaginative contributors,
but welcome to our number David Bowyer from Canada and Adrian Overhaag from
the Netherlands, who have each sent in pictures ranging from the sacred to the
frivolous.
It is also a great sadness to report that Sir Peter Gwynn-Jones, who as Garter
Principal King of Arms was a real expert on heraldic monsters, has died shortly after
retiring, having reached the age of seventy. He had kindly attended my lecture to the
Heraldry Society on The Origin of Fabulous Beasts, held in the rooms of the Linnean
Society, and asserted his belief that the Griffin was a symbolic creation, combining
the King of the Birds with the King of the Beasts and thus representing Imperial
Majesty, and certainly not a concoction from old bones. He also asked what I
thought of his theory that the “Male Griffin” was actually a Bonacon, and I had to
reply that because their heads were so different, one like an eagle’s and the other a
bull with curved horns, it was unlikely. With his erudition and his wit, he will be
greatly missed.

The New Zealand Armorist No 115, Winter 2010 has an article on Aquamaniles by
Roger Barnes. These were metal watering cans for the table for washing the hands
between courses before forks came into use, and were often made in fantastic shapes,
of which the Cockatrice, Griffin and Unicorn below are examples.

The feast of St Michael and All Angels falls on 29 September and traditionally marks
the expulsion from Heaven of the Dragon and all the fallen angels, who became
demons.
The picture on the cover is one of a dozen or more from the book “Steierische
Ortswappan” by Kobel and Pirchegger (1954) which covers all the municipal arms of
places in Styria at that time, which were sent by Jan Keuzenkamp. There are more
on the back page. The Styrian Panther was dealt with fairly thoroughly in Nos 7, 61
and 63, but for those without back numbers (which are still available) we can
summarise that it is a monster peculiar to the Austrian province of Styria, known as
Steiermark in German, and is thought to be a derivative from a Steer, punning on the
province’s name, in which the tongue became flames and the hooves elongated into
talons. In most versions it has retained the horns, though on Graz’s beast they are
hidden by the coronet. Naturally, it occurs frequently in Styrian municipal heraldry.
The beast that looks like a crocodile in the arms of Liezen and again under the
feet of the Unicorn in Luttenberg’s shield is blazoned as a Lindwurm, a creature not
unknown in the heraldry of northern Europe, although it is usually shown without any
legs. In Britain it seems not to have entered our heraldry, but turns up in the carvings
in mediaeval churches where it is often shown emerging from holes in the ground,
with the message to be mindful of mortality. All creatures in those days were
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Somerset Heraldry Society Journal No 18, Summer 2010 illustrates a Dragon on a
tower carved from a dead beech tree at Huish Episcopi, which is unusual in that it has
eyelashes, not often seen on Dragons.
The Heraldic Craftsman No 73, September 2010 has a fine Harpy crest and a Grffin
supporter in samples of the work of Jim Winstanley, and of course the Sea Unicorn
crest of the Editor, Pete Taylor, to whom we are ever grateful for producing such a
fine Journal.
CORRESPONDENCE
Tony Jones sent a newspaper cutting showing a row of startlingly decorated Dragons
in Newport, presumably part of the welcome for the gathering of people there for the
Ryder Cup. Roger Seabury, whose Head Office is in Newport, has said that he will
try to get some more pictures of them.
David Vaudrey sent a bundle of photographs taken on his visit to Thailand and
Indochina, showing dozens of rare monsters, multi-headed serpents, kinaree and the
like, all covered in gold, a real feast for the eyes.
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and all in colour, in sixteen short chapters ranging from “The dragon of the cosmos”
to “Beasts of heraldry,” it gives a thorough survey of the field and would make an
excellent introduction to anyone starting to be interested in dracology.
The Trouble with Dragons by Debi Gliori (London, 2008) was a present from
Cathie Constant, and is pure propaganda aimed at children, in which Dragons (that
is, grown-ups) are responsible for all our pollution, but the drawings are a sheer joy,
of which this (below) is a tiny example.

supposed to carry a message for mankind, as the Bestiaries will confirm.
Apart from Liezen and Luttenberg, others on the back page are the elegant Griffin
for Neustift and the weird demi-dragon for Rothleiten. Although the book that these
arms are taken from is dated 1954, the style of drawing seems to be much older, and it
is quite possible that they were originally made in the nineteenth century.
We are grateful to Jan for his generous supply of pictures and sorry that we can
only show a few of them in colour, but here are a few more:-

A ROMAN GRIFFIN UNEARTHED

YET ANOTHER UNICORN AND ARK CARTOON

…and another from David Bowyer:-
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A coin hunter recently searching in a field near Crosby Garrett in
Westmoreland discovered an almost perfect Roman face-mask
wearing a Phrygian cap topped with a little Griffin, made of bronze
and dating to the late first or second century AD (left).
The Griffin is worthy of note (lion’s paws all round – two views
below) and may have been an insignia of rank, just as the Eagle
stood for a Legion and the Dragon for a Cohort, or else an
identifying emblem for the warrior who wore it, probably a Roman
soldier in a ritual cult of Mithras. It is said to be unlike anything
seen before, although two somewhat similar face-masks have been
found, the Ribchester Helmet, discovered in 1796 and now in the
British Musem, and the Newstead Helmet, found around 1905 and now in the
Edinburgh Museum of Antiquities. This new discovery will go to auction on 7
October, at Christie’s in South Kensington.
[STOP PRESS (8 Oct) - sold for £2,281,250].
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FABULOUS CREATURES IN THE NETHERLANDS
Adrian Overhaag has been busy in his native land seeking out monsters of all sorts,
and has sent a comprehensive selection, of which we may show a few from time to
time.
BOOK REVIEWS
IN DE DRAECK (Amsterdam, 1960) was sent in by Adrian Overhaag, and
although the text is all in Dutch it has a marvellous series of pictures, many in colour.
The word “draak” covers almost any kind of monster, including griffins, basilisks and
ketos, and the eight chapters in the book start with the monsters of antiquity, from the
Middle East and Greece (below, Heracles fighting the Lernian Hydra), passing
through the
Orient and
the European
Middle Ages,
with a
special
treatment of
St George
and a section on heraldry. The nineteenth-century
drawing by Ludwig Richter (right) shows the
young Theodore attacking the Dragon of Rhodes
(see No 107 for the story). The book comes right
up to modern times with some examples of
dragons in political cartoons. There is even a
George Morrow cartoon from Punch showing a
Phoenix asking a Dragon to light his funeral pyre
(below). Morrow, who always signed himself
“Geo M,” was best known for his drawings of
social realism (sailors in pubs and the like) but
was not averse to a bit of whimsy – see No 65.

Foyle’s Further Philavery A cornucopia of lexical delights collected by
Christopher Foyle (Edinburgh 2008) is another set of words that have caught Foyle’s
fancy. Our own interests concern the following entries:draconites
noun
a precious stone fabled to come from a dragon’s brain
@ This mythical stone, pronounced ‘drak-on-ait-eez’ with the stress on the third
syllable,
was believed by alchemists to have magical powers that endowed the holder with
invincibility. This, however, was only the case if the stone had been taken from a
living dragon. A stone from a dead dragon was just a stone.
lamia
noun
in Greek and Roman mythology, a bloodsucking serpent-witch
@ The word is pronounced ‘lay-me-ah’, with the stress on the first syllable [see No
32]
ouroboros
noun
(in mythology) a representation of a serpent with its tail in its mouth, symbolizing
completion, totality, endlessness, etc [see No 31]
undine
noun
according to Paracelsus, a water spirit that can obtain a human soul by bearing a child
to a human husband [see No 25]
whangam
noun
an imaginary animal
@ Oliver Goldsmith coined this word in his work Citizen of the World: ‘so the
whangam
eat the grasshopper, the serpent in the whangam, the yellow bird the serpent, and
the
hawk the yellow bird.’ [a new addition to the A to Z]
yale
noun
a mythical animal, depicted in heraldry as resembling a horse with tusks, horns and
an elephant’s tail
@ This comes from Latin eale which was an unidentified Ethiopian animal
mentioned by
the writer Pliny [see No 66]
[This book was a birthday present from Una Lewers]
A Book of Symbols: Dragons and Fabulous Beasts (London, 1994). This
delightful little book (6 ½” x 5”) is a part of Prospero’s Library, and was a present
from Drusilla Armitage. With dozens of pictures, some familiar but many unusual
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